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The reality question of quantum mechanics is explored. It is shown that the key problem in existing
interpretations is the joint assumption of the presence of an observer and chance as part of the theory.
This creates a fundamental dichotomy because the ideas they represent are inherently contradictory. In
addition to this it is shown that the notion of free Will and an objectively real reality are mutually
exclusive. A meaningful and unambiguous interpretation of quantum mechanics is offered based on the
idea that free Will is real and that quantum events are governed not by chance but by choice. The
implications of free Will is explored providing an explanation of the origin of consciousness, showing
that nothing can happen that has not been Willed. Furthermore it is suggested that the universe was
created as a symbolic language to serve creative Wills as a means of communication in order to discover
and eliminate fallacious beliefs from their mind and in this way evolve and discover the truth of that
which IS.
.H\ZRUGV3KHQRPHQRORJ\UHDOLW\ZLOOUHDOLW\FRQVFLRXVQHVVOLIHFDXVDOUHODWLRQVKLSVHYROXWLRQ

1RWH 7KH VFLHQWLILF LPSOLFDWLRQV RI WKLV SKLORVRSKLFDO
DUWLFOH LV GHYHORSHG LQ ª0RGHOLQJ 2EMHFWLYH 5HDOLW\ DV
&RQWHQWLQD8QLYHUVDO0,1'©

$7KH&RQWHQGLQJ,QWHUSUHWDWLRQV
These two issues are obviously closely related. Very
briefly, there exist according to (Herbert, 85) at least eight
contending interpretation of QM, which are:

,,1752'8&7,21
Quantum mechanics (QM) is characterized by a universal
agreement concerning the veracity of its predictions and an
almost just as universal disagreement concerning the
meaning of the theory. In this article I intend to show, how
all the ambiguities can be resolved and provide an,
unambiguous and inherently PHDQLQJIXO explanation of the
nature of reality.
Analysis will show that if objective reality is REAL* in
an absolute sense, then the implications of QM is that there
cannot be any free Will. This violates our immediate
experience and must therefore be considered meaningless.
It seem that the paradoxes that have plagued QM since
its inception can be resolved by replacing the assumption
that objective reality is REAL with the assumption that
free Will is REAL. This however leads to the conclusion
WKDW WKHUH LV QR REMHFWLYH UHDOLW\. It will furthermore be
argued that this is in fact the only PHDQLQJIXO
interpretation of quantum mechanics since all other
interpretation are in one way or another ambiguous or
outright meaningless when considering the ideas involved.

1.
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3.
4.

5.
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7KHUH LV QR GHHS UHDOLW\ (the Copenhagen
interpretation).
5HDOLW\ LV FUHDWHG E\ REVHUYDWLRQ (observer
created reality).
5HDOLW\ LV DQ XQGLYLGHG ZKROHQHVV (the holistic
interpretation).
5HDOLW\FRQVLVWVRIDVWHDGLO\LQFUHDVLQJQXPEHU
RI SDUDOOHO XQLYHUVHV
(the
many-world
interpretation).
7KH ZRUOG REH\V D QRQKXPDQ NLQG RI
UHDVRQLQJ (Quantum logic).
7KH ZRUOG LV PDGH XS RI RUGLQDU\ REMHFWV
(Neorealism).
&RQVFLRXVQHVV FUHDWHV UHDOLW\ (observer created
realism).
7KHUHH[LVWDZRUOGRISRWHQWLDODQGDZRUOGRI
DFWXDOLW\OLQNHGE\40 (the duplex world).

Despite their apparent difference they are in some ways
very similar. Their sameness lie in the basic order they
assume to exist in the universe The order in which FKDQFH
plays a fundamental role and where something that can be
measured is more real than something that cannot. But
there is a different possibility, implied by the idea that free
Will is REAL:

,,7+(5($/,7<48(67,21
Quantum mechanics has always been haunted by the
“reality question” which basically concerns what is real. In
terms of the theory it expresses itself in issues concerning

the QDWXUH RI WKH ZDYHIXQFWLRQ  ZKDW ,6 WKLV
entity, what does it REALLY represent) and

what makes the wavefunction collapse so that
SRWHQWLDOLW\ EHFRPHVDFWXDOLW\(observation).

0LQG LV 5($/ ZKHUHDV WKH SKHQRPHQRORJLFDO
ZRUOGLVEXWFRQWHQWLQ0LQG
This way of viewing the universe turns the notion of
reality upside down as we shall see. The interpretation
VXJJHVWHG KHUHE\LVWRFRQVLGHUWKH ZDYHIXQFWLRQ DVDQ
“envelope of free Will”, or “a range of choices” available
to the being represented by the quon†  DQDWRPLFEHLQJ
for instance).

*
Note that I as a matter of convention I will take words in CAPS to
mean that the word so highlighted exists in an “absolute sense”, whereas
lowercase expressions entail a more general sense of existence, including
“conditional existence”, where something can be said to exist, but only as
a FRQVHTXHQFH of something else.

†
Note that I will use the term “quon” as a generic term for
wavefunction representing any quantum system (for instance an electron,
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This is essentially the scientific method. However, the
process by which we know truth, precedes and is of a more
fundamental nature than logic itself. This is essentially
what Gödel is saying. Examples of this are that we know
that we exist, we know that we think and we may know
that we had a dream when we wake up in the morning. Yet
none of this can be proven by logic.
Consider the proposition:

The collapse of the wavefunction is simply a result of a
FKRLFH RQ EHKDOI RI WKH TXRQ DQG ZKDW  UHSUHVHQW LV
equally clear, namely the possibilities available to the
quon. This interpretation eliminates the need for an
observer and therefore resolve the issues in QM related
hereto. It has, however, far reaching implications
concerning the true nature of reality. The purpose of this
paper is to clarify these issues and shed light on the
implications.

/RJLF FRQVLVWV RI FUHDWLQJ DSSO\LQJ DQG H[WHQGLQJ
PHDQLQJIXOUHODWLRQVKLSVDPRQJDEVWUDFWLGHDV

%0HDQLQJ$QG$PELJXLW\

Many systems of formalism or symbolism can be
invented, but unless they are meaningful they are
meaningless. This may seem a trivial statement, but the
point is that meaning is more fundamental than logic,
because logic is an extension of the idea of
meaningfulness. We can know truth, but we can only
contemplate logic. Whether or not a statement is true will
ultimately hinge on it being meaningful, since meaningless
truth obviously has no value. I will therefore contend that
it is possible, and in some cases required, to discern the
truth of something based on meaning rather than logic. It is
because this is what NQRZLQJ is about.
For an interpretation of QM to be acceptable I will
therefore contend that it must therefore be truly
PHDQLQJIXO, a condition which several of the previously
listed interpretations fails.

The deep insights that science has brought us, have
emerged through combining experimental observation
with mathematical models and reason in order to uncover
how reality KDVJRWWREH, if our observations are to make
sense.
Like earlier scientific theories, QM evolved out of
human experience, and hence from a mode of thought
biased towards interpreting phenomenological reality as
REAL. However, QM clearly demonstrates that such a
simple notion of reality is not consistent with experimental
observations.
QM is a model founded on mathematics and logic and
the formal symbolism of QM yields results that have
accurately predicted the outcome of every laboratory
experiment recorded. But the theory remain ambiguous
when it comes to the deeper meaning. This is partly
because some of the assumptions underlying the theory
will be shown to be inconsistent. But to fully realize why
these inconsistencies are so important we need to consider
the PHDQLQJRIORJLFLWVHOI.

'5HPRYLQJ7KH$PELJXLWLHV
It is possible that ambiguity may be an intrinsic part of
the theoretical fabric because reality LWVHOI is ambiguous. If
this is the case, then no unambiguous theory can be
developed. However, if one compare an ambiguous model
with an unambiguous model, explaining the same
phenomena, based on different concepts of reality, then
one can no longer argue that UHDOLW\ LWVHOI LV DPELJXRXV
(since there exist at least one model which does not harbor
these ambiguities). I would contend that in this case, the
ambiguities must be seen as belonging to the limitations of
the concepts underlying the ambiguous model, not reality
itself. Since all the existing interpretations of QM harbors
ambiguities, I would therefore argue that the present model
is inherently more meaningful and hence superior, even if
it does not offer a decisive experiment to settle the matter.
The heart of the problem in all prior interpretations
(except one) lies in the notion that chance and
consciousness can meaningfully coexist in an
unambiguous theory. However, a careful consideration of
the nature of “knowing” will reveal that the ability to
“know” something is not a quality that belongs to the
theory itself. Knowing is a quality of Mind whereas chance
by definition only can exist where there is no awareness.
Where there is awareness there will be choice, not chance.
Awareness and chance are therefore by their very natures
incompatible if one considers the PHDQLQJ of the terms.
In existing interpretations of QM, the presence of an
observer is required for the theory to make sense.
However, the origin of consciousness is left unexplained.
A careful analysis of consciousness will show that only if
consciousness is an HIIHFW of QM (that is an

&7KRXJKWDVD6\VWHP
In the fabric of the theory and the interpretations it is
taken for granted that logic is a meaningful manner in
which to discern the truth. Yet logic itself may constitute a
EDUULHU to truth, which is clear when we consider the
implications of the famous theorem by Gödel that bears his
name. The implications can loosely be formulated as:
:LWKLQ DQ\ IRUPDO V\VWHP WKHUH H[LVW WKHRUHPV
VWDWHPHQWVDERXWWUXWK WKDWDUHXQSURYDEOH ZLWKLQ
WKHV\VWHP \HWREYLRXVO\WUXHZKHQRQHFRQVLGHUV
WKHPHDQLQJRIWKHLGHDVLQYROYHG 3HQURVH 
In order to gain a proper perspective on the
philosophical issues I am trying to raise, I believe it is
instructive to consider logic (or thought) itself to be a
formal system. Let us therefore, as an analogy to Gödels
theorem, consider the possibility that there may exist
propositions concerning the nature of reality, that are
unprovable by logical argument, yet obviously true if one
considers the PHDQLQJ of the ideas involved. Consider for
instance the assertion that:
:H FDQ DUULYH DW NQRZLQJ WUXWK WKURXJK
REVHUYDWLRQDQGWKHDSSOLFDWLRQRIORJLF

an atom, a molecule, a cell or a human being), in order to simplify the
presentation.
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epiphenomenon of the physical brain, which is governed
by QM), can chance and consciousness meaningfully
coexist in the theory. The consequence of consciousness
being an effect of QM is, however, that consciousness
must be governed by chance. There is no escaping this,
unless consciousness is QRW governed by QM, which means
it must be caused by something else and hence does not
belong to the theory. If objective reality (governed by QM)
is accorded REALITY in an absolute sense DQG chance is
an LQWULQVLF feature of the fabric of reality, then
consciousness PXVW be governed by chance (see Figure 1)
because consciousness is then an epiphenomenon of the
brain (governed by QM). The consequence of this is that
there can exist no free Will since one cannot control ones
thoughts (they being governed by chance). Since the
ability to control ones thought is something we NQRZ we
posses, then this conclusion is unacceptable and must
rejected as untenable. Therefore unless our knowing (that
we have the ability to control our thoughts) are dismissed
as illusory then one of the assumptions leading to the
conclusion that consciousness is governed by chance PXVW
be wrong.
((OLPLQDWLQJFKDQFHRUWKHREVHUYHU"
This means that we must eliminate either chance or the
observer from the theory in order to eliminate the
ambiguities created by assuming that they can
meaningfully coexist. This issue relates to a central theme
in the discussion of quantum realities, which is the
possibility of “hidden variables” in quantum mechanics
(Bohm, ‘52, ‘80). Bohm showed that just because we
cannot at present describe what governs the collapse of the
wavefunction, it cannot be ruled out that there exist a more
profound order governing this collapse. What is suggested
here is simply that ZLOOLWVHOILVWKLV³KLGGHQYDULDEOH´WKDW
JRYHUQVWKHFROODSVHRIWKHZDYHIXQFWLRQ If this is the case
it should be obvious that the best mathematical description
one can make necessarily must be of a stochastic nature,
since the behaviorRI LVJRYHUQHGE\LQWHOOLJHQFH
Great effort has been invested in creating an
unambiguous and meaningful theory that does not require
an observer. The attempts at removing the observer from
the theory have failed. Perhaps it is time that we instead try
to rid the theory of FKDQFH and look at where this might
leads us. This has of course also been attempted before
since it constituted the heart of Einsteins objections to the
Copenhagen interpretation. Objections which led him to
formulate is famous phrase “God does not play dice”,
causing Bohr to reply “do not tell God what to do”.
However, since MIND never entered explicitly into
Einsteins theories, it seems that he attempted to remove
chance while holding on to the concept of reality as
something REAL
independently of MIND itself.
Unfortunately this turned out to be impossible and the
Copenhagen interpretation became orthodoxy.

)LJXUH
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)&RQVFLRXVQHVV&UHDWHG5HDOLW\
A partial attempt of removing the observer from QM is
the “observer created reality” interpretations. There is a
definite link between these interpretations and the present
model. The difference lies in the understanding of what
consciousness IS.
Consciousness as in “human consciousness”, which is
characterized by definiteness and a sense of space and time
require in my opinion a physical vehicle, because it is the
association with the objective form that gives
consciousness its definitiveness. It is therefore in my mind
appropriate to view consciousness as a phenomenon which
is related to (or rather correlated to) a specific quantum
VWDWH7KH%UDLQFDQEHGHVFULEHGE\DZDYHIXQFWLRQ brain,
ZKLFKLVWKHVXPRIWKHZDYHIXQFWLRQVIRUDOOWKHDWRPV i
that make up the brain. The interpretation we give to a
brain state (a thought or feeling) is that the wavefunction
brain, collapses into a specific state at a specific point in
time, giving rise to a specific experience.
In the observer created reality (regardless of the flavor)
consciousness is accorded the role as “creator”. For this to
make sense, consciousness must be the FDXVH of quantum
phenomena. This implies however that consciousness can
exist separate from a brain, because the FDXVH necessarily
must exist before the effect. It is certainly possible that
awareness of some sorts can exist outside the brain, which
is indicated by research into near death experiences and
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which the particular quon is a manifestation (or
expression). This yields a picture of reality with many
levels of wholeness interacting seamlessly to serve as
means of expressions of Mind. It should also be noted that
ideas, any idea, are always characterized by wholeness.
Either an idea exist or it doesn’t. An idea cannot be halfformed. It either is or it isn’t. The distinctions between an
LGHD (related to knowing) and FRQFHSWV UHODWHG WR
WKLQNLQJ is that a concept is content in an individual mind
whereas an idea is a universal archetype, which exists prior
to, and transcends, thought itself.

transpersonal consciousness. However, consciousness
existing independently of a physical vehicle (a brain) must
be considered as belonging to the formless realm of being
(since it has no form). This kind of consciousness is
therefore of a different nature than ordinary consciousness.
It therefore makes more sense to me to consider ordinary
consciousness and quantum events as correlated HIIHFWV of
something else, rather than consciousness being the FDXVH
of quantum events. The observer created reality
interpretation thus harbor their own ambiguities in creating
a relationship between consciousness and quantum events
which in my mind is not coherent and meaningful.

$V DQ H[DPSOH RQH PLJKW VD\ WKDW ³OLYLQJ LQ WKH
QRZ´ DV DQ LGHD LV DQ H[LVWHQWLDO UHDOLW\ ZKLFK LV
WKH IXOO H[SHULHQFH RI OLIH ZKHUHDV ³OLYLQJ LQ WKH
QRZ´DVDFRQFHSWLVDXVHOHVVSLHFHRIMXQNZKHUH
RQHWKLQNVDERXWOLIHUDWKHUWKDQOLYHLW

*'HDOLQJ:LWK0HDQLQJOHVV,QWHUSUHWDWLRQV
The discussion has a little twist since there is in fact
one interpretation which does not require an observer to be
present in order to be consistent. That is the PDQ\ ZRUOG
LQWHUSUHWDWLRQ. However, this interpretation implies that
choices are never made, since all possibilities coexist in
parallel universes. This contradicts the fact that we NQRZ
as human being that we make choices.
Also, if one considers the meaning of the term UHDOLW\,
it implies that something is real. But if everything is real,
then nothing can meaningfully be said to be real, since
everything else is real as well. The consequence of the
many-world interpretation is therefore that the idea of
reality no longer have any meaning and the interpretation
therefore literally is meaningless.

Thus HYHU\WKLQJ is seen as ideas and expressions of
ideas. The smaller entities that make up the greater entity
(the greater life) are linked to this “greater life” in the
realm of Mind. One might for instance argue that the
atoms of a human body serve the human being as DYHKLFOH
IRU PDQLIHVWLQJ the idea of humanness, of which the
particular human individual is but a specific instance. This
also implies the existence of dynamics of consciousness
that may extend from the Mind of a person right down to
the atomic level suggesting new mechanisms whereby the
mind can influence the state of health of the body as a
whole.

+7KH(PHUJLQJ6ROXWLRQ

,7KH(SLVWHPRORJ\RI/RJLF

The simple solution to the ambiguities of QM is to
YLHZ  DV DQ HQYHORSH RI FKRLFHV DYDLODEOH WR WKH TXRQ
There is no conceptual need for an H[WHUQDO observer since
the collapse of the wavefunction happens as a result of a
choice made by the quon (who is in a sense itself an
observer). Of course for us, as experimenters, to know that
the quon has made a choice we still need an observer. But
this a different issue.
The removal of the ambiguities of QM raises a host of
questions though. In this interpretation it is no longer
meaningful to regard anything as inert matter. Everything
is alive in some way and nothing happens without a
SXUSRVH ,I RQH FRQVLGHUV IRU LQVWDQFH D ZDYHIXQFWLRQ 
representing a human brain (an all the atoms in it), where
does the collapse of the wavefunction take place? Is it the
brain as a whole that makes decisions or is it the choices of
the individual atoms that combine to make up the
experience of human decisions, or is there a “ghost in the
machine?”
The short answer is that we do not know for sure. The
exact dynamics remain to be illuminated through further
research. However, the model poses questions that where
not meaningful before.
In addition to this it seems likely that to contemplate a
living system as divided into atoms, molecules, cells and
organs will only be found to be meaningful up to a certain
point. QM seems to suggest that what characterizes any
quon is a particular kind of wholeness. What I suggest is
that this wholeness, at any level of reality, is the LGHD of

Writing an article such as this, raise the question of
³WR ZKDW H[WHQW LV LW PHDQLQJIXO DW DOO WR PDNH
FRQFOXVLRQV DERXW ZLOO ZLWKLQ WKH HSLVWHPRORJ\ RI
ORJLF"´
This is a very good question, which can only be
answered in part.
Firstly I will say that part of the conclusions presented
in the present article does not come from logic but from
intuitive insights arrived at through direct knowing. This
article seeks to justify these insight and present them in a
way which make them plausible as truth, but ultimately it
cannot be proven to be true through logic.
Secondly I would argue that if one looks very careful at
the notions we hold about reality and will, then certain
beliefs and notions will result in conclusions about reality
that are at odds with experience or which are ambiguous or
outright contradictory. If this is the case, then logic seem
to indicate that there is something wrong with the
concepts. Thus when applying logic to issues of will,
which is thought to precede and transcend logic, then logic
can at least be used as a test of consistency and
meaningfulness of the concepts entertained, even if logic
in itself cannot bring us to any definite conclusions about
reality.
Thus while logic and mathematics are marvelous tools
for describing certain facets of reality, it is vital to
recognize the limits of the domain of applicability of logic.
It seems that the idea that chance is an intrinsic feature of
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ZKDWLVWKRXJKWRI (the object) and

WKHFRQWHQW of consciousness (the thought).
Therefore by WKRXJKW alone one cannot NQRZ the thing
as it is, but only create a conception DERXW it. ,Iit is so that
reality itself is of such a nature that NQRZLQJ the thing in
itself, rather than thinking about it, is important to
understand what is REAL, then thinking about reality may
in itself constitute a barrier to knowing what is REAL.
To relate it to an everyday experience, it can be
compared to the difference between IHHOLQJ an emotion and
WKLQNLQJ about how you feel. There is a small but distinct
difference between the two processes of consciousness.
This is the difference between NQRZLQJ (being one ZLWK
that which IS) and WKLQNLQJ (creating a concept DERXW that
which IS).
For this reason any kind of symbolic communication,
whether it be written, oral or by body language involves
exchanging symbolic information in a pseudo-shared
reality. One person HQFRGHV a message in a symbolism and
communicates the symbol (word, gesture etc.) to another
person who then GHFRGHV the symbol and tries to reach the
underlying meaning. But the REALITY of which the
expression is a symbol is not shared.
This leads us to differentiate between at least three
levels of reality:

The purely subjective reality of fantasy and
dreams, which exist only in our separate minds.

The phenomenological reality, in which we can
agree on the phenomenons and exchange symbolic
information concerning their meaning.

Reality as it truly IS.

nature originates in the lack of such limitation. This has
given rise to an inappropriate extension of the domain of
applicability of mathematics into a domain where it is no
longer appropriate because the real governing dynamic is
LQWHOOLJHQFH. Stochastic description of intelligent behavior
can of course be very useful, if one realizes that this is
what it is. The stipulated error in the case of QM lie in the
conclusion that reality itself, in an ontological sense, is
characterized by chance.
,,,5($/,7<,6:+$7&$1%(6+$5('
Given the possibility of creating realities within the
mind we are faced with the issue of how we discern
REALITY from imagination.
The dimensions that go into defining the reality to the
separate mind include:

The sensory perception of the object (appearance,
scent, sound, texture and taste)

The communication about the object coded in
some symbolic “language” (words, symbols
pictures, hieroglyphs etc.)

Memory (past experience) that allows us to
categorize and assign some meaning to what we
experience.
An important distinction separating a subjective
fantasy from an objective reality is that ZKDWLVUHDOFDQEH
VKDUHG. But what does it really mean to share something?
Imagine two people in a room contemplating a flower.
How many flowers are there in the room? To the extent
that the minds of the observers are really separate minds,
there must exist three flowers. One in the mind of each
observer and then the flower “as it is” – the thing in itself.
To the extent that a mind is not separate, but rather
attuned to the underlying oneness, then the minds of the
two observers and the beingness of the flower will fuse in
an experience of the flower as it is – the thing in itself.

%7KHUH&DQ%H2QO\2QH5HDOLW\
The idea of “a reality” only makes sense from the
perspective of a subject experiencing reality. Thus any
notion of “reality” must necessarily exist in the PLQGof the
subject. Whether or not a reality can be shared therefore
depend on whether or not the state of awareness of one
subject can be shared with another subject (which to the
separate mind appears as an object). A shared perception
of reality is therefore only possible if the subject/object
membrane of awareness is dissolved (if only for a
moment).
It should therefore be obvious that it is meaningless to
talk about several co-existing absolute realities.

Either there is a single reality, which is that which
IS (which can be shared by virtue of being the one
and only),

or there exist several separate realities (which
cannot be shared by virtue of being separate).
Realities that cannot be shared can only be real to the
extent that separation is real. But if separation is real, then
there can be no contact between entities and hence no
sharing. No sharing means that the realities cannot know
of each other and hence they do not co-exist.

This, and only this, is a VKDUHG reality.
$7KH&RQVHTXHQFH2I&RQFHSWXDOL]DWLRQ
When conceptualization an object, we are by necessity
identified with the subjective pole – the separate mind.
From this perspective what can be shared with the world
around us is purely V\PEROV of reality, not REALITY
itself. We can communicate through words, pictures,
symbols, gestures and so on, but they are all symbolic
encodings of the reality we wish to share, not the reality
itself. To fully realize the import of this distinction
consider the following postulate:
7KH HVVHQFH RI WKRXJKW LV WKH DELOLW\ WR NQRZ WKDW
ZKLFKLWLVQRW
The point here is that thought, or conceptualization, by
its very nature, is a process where one creates a GLVWDQFH
between

WKHWKLQNHU (subject),
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&,V:KDW,V5HDO7KDW:KLFK&DQ%H0HDVXUHG"

since the process of SHARING is an integral part of
the measurement process, and it is where the DFWXDO
collapse of the wavefunction takes place.
This leaves us with the following definition of what is
real:

The conventional scientific notion of reality, is that:
ZKDWLVUHDOLVWKDWZKLFKFDQEHPHDVXUHG
This notion of reality is the cornerstone of quantum
physics. This is, however, not the whole definition of
reality, as it is usually applied. For a scientific experiment
to be accepted as credible, it needs to be objective and
hence the results must be UHSURGXFLEOH. But this is in
reality just another way of saying that

:KDWLVUHDOLVWKDWZKLFKFDQEHVKDUHG
I believe that this in a very basic sense is a true
statement about reality, that deserves deep thought. It
implies that the ultimate reality is that which can be shared
by all – the undivided whole.
This also implies that what is REAL cannot be
threatened and hence “ZKDW LV 5($/ QHHGV QR GHIHQVH”.
This is so because what is REAL in this sense has no form,
and having no form it cannot be touched. It simply IS in
eternity, beyond time and space.

ZKDW LV UHDO LV WKDW ZKLFK FDQ EH PHDVXUHG DQG
VKDUHG
But what actually takes place during a measurement?
No one really knows. Because of the nature of QM, we can
only register the measurement and have to infer or theorize
about what actually takes place.

Picturing quons as quantum waves without any
awareness, leads to a picture of an exchange of
energy governed by chance.

Picturing quons as ideas or beings containing a
measure of free Will, yield a picture of quons
engaging in an sharing of reality choosing to
change state by interacting with each other.
Both pictures fit the same facts but the implications
concerning the nature of reality are very different. In the
latter case each quon exist in a field of possibilities, which
is its range of awareness of other quons with which it is
possible to exchange energy while maintaining the fabric
of objective spacetime. At some point the quon will decide
to engage in an interaction with another particle. In order
for this picture to be meaningful, this decision must be
UHFLSURFDO, in the sense that we are talking about processes
of awareness in which a connection is established between
quons, possibilities are recognized and a joint choice made
(or at least a consent given). If it is not a joint process, then
it violates the idea of free Will (on behalf of the quons).
Given that quons do not posses a sensory apparatus that
allows them to exchange symbolic and codified
information like humans (through sensory organs), we
must assume that the quons relate to each other at the level
of REALITY, that is, relate to that which IS, the thingness
in itself. If this is the case, then the interaction of two
quons constitutes a case of a shared reality, in which two
separate entities (the quons) merge their awareness and for
an instant creates a VKDUHG UHDOLW\, in which a choice is
made. This choice results in a change of state. If this is the
case, then since every measurement involves a change of
state, then every measurement must be the result of a
process of consciousness involving a moment of true
SHARING.
However, if this is the case, then the latter part of the
definition of reality above

'8QUHDOLW\
The foregoing definition of reality has startling
consequences. For starters it suggests that all that cannot
be SHARED (in the sense of a merging of consciousness)
is not real.
But that which cannot be shared (in the implied sense)
includes all the notions of reality that exist in the separate
mind. It literally means that the vast majority of what we
generally consider to be real today, is simply unreal, in the
sense that we attribute a meaning and reality to the
phenomenons that we experience which is not there. It is
only in our minds. And even if we share illusions and
agree that they are true, this does not make them true, if
they are illusory to begin with. It simply means that we
share a delusion. Note that what we usually label “reality”
is real in the sense that what we experience reflect our
judgments about what reality is. In this way it is an
accurate mirror of our inner reality. But it is not REAL in
the sense that this is what it IS. For this to be the case our
judgment about reality would need to be accurate. But in
most cases they are not. This create a separation between
reality as it IS and our SHUFHSWLRQof reality.
The extent to which our notions of reality are really
REAL, is the extent to which we can SHARE the presence
itself, and the truth of the moment, with other subjects
(other minds). It is a state of mind where all judgments are
suspended – a kind of pure knowing. This is what is meant
by a VKDUHGUHDOLW\. In this place we do not relate to reality
through concepts or judgments, but relate to reality as it IS.
This level of reality can be shared, because there are no
judgments creating barriers between the different minds
experiencing it. Indeed there is a realization that there is
only one mind. The things that we cannot SHARE in this
sense, must be regarded as illusory since they represents an
LQWHUSUHWLYHUHDOLW\in which we have projected our beliefs
unto reality, rather than perceiving reality as it is.
(7KH&UHDWLYH8QLYHUVH

WKDWZKLFKFDQEHPHDVXUHGDQGVKDUHG

Treating everything as ideas suggests the existence of
an organizing principle in nature that can account for the
seeming intelligence present in complex systems.

can be reduced to
WKDWZKLFKFDQEHVKDUHG
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but what should this be, if not something created by the
first Will.
It seems that for free Will to exist as an absolute
reality, there can only be one and this one is reflected in
the unbroken wholeness that apparently characterize the
entire universe according to the holistic interpretations of
QM. The features of unbroken wholeness must stem from
the underlying unity of Will that the absolute REALITY of
Will necessitate.

Contemplating for instance the different biological
systems and subsystems making up a human being, we
may accord them all a measure of intelligence. Organs,
cells, molecules and atoms can all be viewed as
expressions of ideas, representing a purpose within a
greater context. At the level of consciousness, a
SHARING of awareness may take place between different
orders of the biological system, enabling atoms and
molecules to serve their purposes much more efficiently
than mere chance would allow for.
The SHARING of awareness, between conscious
entities at all levels of complexity, offers a much more
intuitive explanation for how nature can bring forth such
an incredible abundance of beauty and complexity. It
provides a mechanism for intelligence to participate
seamlessly in creation from the smallest atom to cosmos
itself

%7KH&KLOGUHQ2I0LQG
If there is no limit to the absolute Will, then it implies
the possibility to create others exactly like itself, with one
important distinction – they are FUHDWHG and hence THEIR
reality and free Will cannot be absolute, but only relative
to what has created them. The purpose with which they
where created, regardless of what it might be, will define
what they are.
As we shall see from the discussion, one of the most
important features of Will is the ability to believe in what
is untrue. The primary absolute reality is necessarily the
only thing that can be accorded absolute reality. It is what
it IS. Nothing can alter this fact. If, however, this absolute
reality or part hereof should make a decision, or adopt an
attitude that somehow influenced its ability to perceive
absolute reality H[DFWO\ OLNH LW LV, then this “something”
would necessarily be set slightly apart from REALITY, in
that a new reality is created that is ever so slightly different
from the primary reality.
One might say that LI there exists an absolute reality,
which is that which IS; the exact perception of the absolute
Will is a necessary condition for being part of the absolute
reality. There can only exist RQH such REALITY which is
the TRUTH about that which IS. If there can only be one
Will, there can only be one truth. Anything else would be
meaningless. However there is no limit to the number of
untruths that might co-exist with the one and absolute
TRUTH (that which IS).
If we assume that the primary Will (MIND), should
Will creations (children of MIND) into existence endowed
with the nature of its own being (pure Will), then these
beings or creations taken altogether will constitute a realm
of being which potentially can believe in untruth (and
truth), and potentially can perceive themselves as apart
from TRUTH. To put it another way, the creations
(children) have, by virtue of being creations (and therefore
not absolute), the possibility of believing that they are
something they are not.
If we accord Will and hence MIND an absolute reality
then it follows that this MIND can contain thoughts and
ideas. It has content. This content can be anything. By
virtue of not being the primary cause, the children of
MIND can believe in what they think even if it is not true.
When believing that something is true, then this belief will
establish it as a reality, because this is the power of mind
to do so. This is a very fundamental point. It is in the
power of mind to do DQ\WKLQJ including believing in
something which does not exist, except as a notion or
belief in mind.

,9)5((:,//$6$1$%62/87(5($/,7<
The key assumption setting the present interpretation
apart from the existing ones, is that Mind* or Free Will is
accorded an absolute reality. Lets for a moment consider
the logical implications considering free Will as REAL in
an absolute sense.
For something to be REAL it must obviously EXIST.
So the question of what is REAL is essentially a discussion
of what EXISTS. If we look around us, we immediately
take for granted, that what we see EXISTS. But it is not so
simple. Lets begin by differentiating between:

that which exists in and by itself, independently of
anything else (absolute existence), and

that which exists as a consequence of something
else (conditional existence).
Free Will as an absolute REALITY implies that there is
nothing that cannot be Willed and nothing that exists that
is not Willed.
Normally free Will is discussed within the context of a
human reality in which a being (a human for instance) has
the freedom to make choices within this reality. However,
it should be obvious that this has little to do with free Will
as a REALITY since being human implies a lot of
restrictions and limitations and is very far from absolute
freedom of Willing.
$8QGHUVWDQGLQJ)UHH:LOO
If free Will is REAL, it must therefore be of a far more
fundamental nature than what we usually understand by it.
At the outset it should be clear that there can be only a
single Will that is absolute. If there is more than one, then
either one Will must supercede the other, or there must
exist a divided Will, which contradicts the very idea of
Willing. If Will is absolute there can also be no limitations
to this Will, for in that case it would not be absolute. There
would be something else that was beside it that was real,
*

Note: I will use the term MIND to describe the absolute REALITY
characterized by the property of absolute free Will.
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WKLV ZD\ , EHOLHYH , ZLOO IHHO EHWWHU DERXW P\VHOI ,
FOHDUO\ VHQVH WKH ZLOO RI 0,1' DQG FRQVFLRXVO\
GHFLGH WR GLVREH\ LW LQ IDYRU RI P\ RZQ VHSDUDWH
ZLOO (DFK WLPH , GR VR WKH FODULW\ RI WKH ZLOO RI
0,1'EHFRPHVPRUHDQGPRUHREVFXUHXQWLO,DP
QRORQJHUDEOHWRSHUFHLYHLWEXWRQO\SHUFHLYHP\
RZQVHSDUDWHZLOO

If this should happen, then the creator runs the risk
that its creations begin to seem like they hold power over
the creator. And they will do so LI the child of MIND
believe its own creations to be real.
In essence what can happen is that if the creator at
some point should become afraid of what he has created he
may lose control over it, and LW will begin to control him.
Should such a thing ever happen to a creator, then he is in
a sense WUDSSHG inside his mind, unable to escape it,
because he believes in what he has created himself. It is a
logical necessity that this is SRVVLEOH. It need not happen,
but it FRXOG happen. It is a risk that follows from being a
creator endowed with a truly free Will. However, this
possibility does not exist for the primary Will by virtue of
being the cause. Any such belief will necessarily be an
HIIHFW of the primary Will and hence be a creation (a child).

The implications of this insight, is that the separation
between the human mind and MIND, is only a decision to
be separate. It is a decision made by the separate mind and
therefore it is a decision that the separate mind can
unmake. In order to unmake it the separate mind must
realize it has made the decision and desire to unmake it. It
can however be unmade, just like that. In principle all that
is required is to Will it. In practice, however, one must
remove everything that stands between oneself and the
naked truth of who we are as unlimited creators, because
until that point there will be VRPHWKLQJ standing between
us and the act of will that undoes the separation.
The separate mind, thus created is identical to the ego.
If one looks at the literature (Schucman, 92) concerning
the egos inner structure it appears that the desire to be
special is a key characteristic of the ego. What I am
suggesting is merely that this desire is actually the FDXVH
for its existence, which implies that letting go of this desire
will result in its undoing and an awakening to the TRUTH
of MIND.

97+(81,9(56($6$6<0%2/,&/$1*8$*(
The possibility that the children of MIND can become
trapped inside their minds, because they lend reality to
what they have created, raises two issues:

Can such a thing as becoming trapped
meaningfully be thought to happen by accident?

If a child of MIND should become trapped inside
his mind, how can he possibly escape this trap?
$6HSDUDWLRQ0XVW%H$'HOLEHUDWH&KRLFH

%(VWDEOLVKLQJ(YROXWLRQ$V$Q2SWLRQ

I believe that the answer to the first question is NO.

If it is a reality that the children of MIND can become
trapped by their own desires, then the question becomes
“what to do about it”.
Since free Will, must be assumed to be en integral part
of the purpose in creation the human mind, MIND could
not force the truth upon the children of MIND without
thwarting the purpose itself. Something therefore had to be
devised that would enable the children of MIND to
recognize and abandon errors on their own accord.
If we look at how human beings try to deal with doubts
about what is real, we can discern the following elements:

There is an ongoing experience of the world that
lead humans to question things.

There is an ongoing communication (discussion)
with fellow humans in which viewpoints are
shared.

There is an ongoing evolution (both material and
in awareness) in which better forms and notions
and more exact understanding replace older
theories, concepts and lifeforms.
Now, lets imagine that MIND, should desire to create a
symbolic language by which the children of MIND would
be able to communicate with each other and MIND in
order to learn and evolve. It would obviously be
advantageous that this “language” should be as flexible
and expressive as possible. Minimum requirements for
such a language would be that:

Unless REALITY is outright cruel and capricious, it is
not meaningful that such a thing could happen except by a
deliberate decision to reject the truth of that which IS,
knowing full well that this is what is happening. However,
the full consequences hereof may not QHFHVVDULO\ be
obvious when making the decision.
If this is so, what could make a child of MIND decide
to reject TRUTH in favor of untruth?
Since the only way we can connect to MIND is through
our own mind the following experience is offered as a way
to make sense of these question, knowing full well that it is
entirely subjective and beyond any kind of possibility of
verifying the veracity or accuracy thereof.
Meditating on the question
ZKDWWUXWKDERXW\RXUVHOIGLG\RXUHMHFWEHFDXVHLW
ZDV7587+
gave rise to the following experience:
, VHH P\VHOI DV D VPDOO EOXLVKJUHHQ VXQ WRJHWKHU
ZLWKFRXQWOHVVRWKHULGHQWLFDOVXQVFLUFOLQJDKXJH
VXQLGHQWLFDOWRPHLQHYHU\ZD\H[FHSWIRUVL]H,
NQRZWKDWWKHJUHDWVXQLVWKHSULPDU\FUHDWRUDQG
, DP D FUHDWRU P\VHOI FUHDWHG H[DFWO\ OLNH DOO WKH
RWKHUFRXQWOHVVOLWWOHVXQVDURXQGPH7KHIHHOLQJRI
EHLQJH[DFWO\OLNHDOOWKHRWKHUVLVWHUULEOH,\HDUQ
WREHGLIIHUHQW,GHFLGHWRUHMHFWWKHWUXWKWKDW,DP
H[DFWO\OLNHDOOWKHRWKHUFKLOGUHQRI0,1'IRUWKH
LPDJLQDU\ WUXWK WKDW , DP VSHFLDO DQG XQLTXH ,Q
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In order to allow a PHDQLQJIXO dialogue the
expressions in this language must appear identical
to all participants in the exchange.

In order to allow for an HYROXWLRQ RI WKRXJKW, the
language must allow for specific states of being to
be expressed so that change can happen (change
from one state to another).
In short one can say that this symbolic language is a
language that facilitates a meaningful dialogue between
formless entities (beings of pure Will) in such a way that
their understanding of what is REAL and what is not
evolve and in the end allow them to arrive at a realization
of the TRUTH of that which IS.

expression while maintaining the fabric of objective
reality.
It is my postulate that QM is in fact a law which
embodies this exact principle. Further research is required
to reveal if it is actually so, but the fact that quantum
PHFKDQLFVFRQVLVWVRISRVVLELOLW\ZDYHV DQGPHDVXUDEOH
SURSHUWLHV FDOFXODWHG WKURXJK _ _2 lends credibility to the
idea that
WKH YHKLFOH RI TXDQWXP PHFKDQLFV DOORZ WKH
VXEMHFWLYHH[SHULHQFHRIREMHFWLYLW\WRHPHUJHIURP
D IRUPOHVV ZKROH 0,1'  FKDUDFWHUL]HG E\
2QHQHVV
The consequence is that we can view the entire
universe (the Big Bang and all that followed) as the
manifestation of an idea embodying a purpose. An idea to
create a ODQJXDJHenablingthe children of MIND to enter
into a creative dialogue with each other and MIND in
order to evolve and learn to know what is TRUE and
REAL from what is untrue and unreal.
Note, however, that, evolution can only be considered
to take place from the perspective of separation. From the
perspective of MIND, time and space are unreal and
evolution does not exist (except as an idea), since that
which IS cannot change and hence cannot evolve.

&5HFLSURFLW\$QG2EMHFWLYLW\
If we consider what the most flexible laws imaginable
are, that fulfill the above requirements, I will postulate that
they are the principles of:
1. 5HFLSURFLW\, requiring that the laws governing the
symbols constituting the language (objects) must
appear identical to all communicators (subjects).
2. 2EMHFWLYLW\, requiring that multiple independent
subjects can assign an identical and definite
meaning to the symbols (which are objects
containing other subjects).
These are ideas that can be considered to define laws of
consciousness. What I am suggesting is that the universe
as we know it, has been created with the purpose of
providing a language of communication and this symbolic
language is defined by these key principles. The natural
laws that we see in the universe must then be considered
effects of these principles. When considering the meaning
and implications contained in the principles one can see
the outline of how the principles of relativity and
quantization of action can be seen as emerging from these
laws of consciousness.
From the principle of reciprocity one can see a close
similarity to the key principle of general relativity, being:

($WRPV$UH,GHDV
From this perspective it is possible to think of atoms
and other particles simply as ideas, and consider the
substance built from these basic building blocks as more
complex ideas. This view of matter is analogous to the
way in which the human mind uses letters to form words,
words to form sentences and sentences to form paragraphs,
chapters and entire books. From a basic set of entities
(symbols), each embodying a particular idea and serving a
particular purpose expressions can be formed conveying
meaning and insight.
If we consider the basic building blocks of nature
(elementary particles, atoms, molecules etc) as symbolic
expressions of ideas, forming a language of creation, then
we can must subsequently consider any form (atom, cell,
organism) as a SDWWHUQRIRUJDQL]HGYLEUDWLRQ in which the
idea is embedded. These patterns are therefore not “things”
that EXIST as such. They are simply content in the
consciousness of the “thinker”, which is expressed
(manifested).
It is interesting to compare this notion of objects with
the spoken word, because this is also just a SDWWHUQ RI
RUJDQL]HG YLEUDWLRQ expressing the content of the
consciousness of a human being. In this way we see a very
clear connection between the universe as a “word” spoken
by “God” (another term for MIND) and words spoken by
human beings. Both are vibratory expressions embodying
ideas and may indeed serve a very similar purpose, albeit
at different scales of reality.

1DWXUDO ODZV PXVW EH FRYDULDQW ZLWK UHVSHFW WR
DUELWUDU\ FRQWLQXRXV WUDQVIRUPDWLRQV RI WKH
FRRUGLQDWHV
which essentially means that:
7KH ODZV RI SK\VLFV PXVW EH WKH VDPH IRU DOO
REVHUYHUV
The minimum requirement in order to assign a definite
PHDQLQJ to an object, must be that different subjects
experience the phenomenological (measurable) attributes
of the said object in an identical manner. Messages
expressed as ideas manifested in form (organized patterns
of vibration) must therefore DSSHDU objective to the
observers in order to be mutually meaningful.
'7KH3XUSRVH2I40,V0HDQLQJ
Starting again from MIND, imagine that a principle
was invoked that would allow maximal freedom of
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of the ego. Likewise, the ego defines a matrix of
possibilities for the atomic beings that constitute the body,
but exactly how these possibilities are translated into
actual outcomes is decided by quons at lower levels (atoms
etc.).
However, reason does dictate that QRWKLQJ can happen
unless it has been Willed at VRPH level of reality, which
does put many things into a larger perspective and implies
that what we think and intend may indeed have very
tangible consequences for ourselves and the world around
us, if Mind is the primary reality.

The insights emerging from the previous analysis,
sheds interesting light on a number of issues. Below a few
of them are discussed.
$'LIIHUHQW)RUPVRI6HOIKRRG
The model of reality emerging from granting absolute
reality to free Will can be divided into tree major realms,
each embodying a particular sense of selfhood (or lack
thereof):

$EVROXWH UHDOLW\ (the cause or parent). This can
be labeled the absolute self (or the SELF).

3RWHQWLDO UHDOLW\ (the child or creator). This can
be labeled the universal self (or the Self)

$FWXDOL]HG UHDOLW\ (manifestation). This can be
labeled the actualized or manifested self (or the
ego).
What is important to realize is that while both the Self
and the ego are effects of deeper causes, the Self is also a
cause governing reality, just like the ego is also a cause
governing the body. At each level of being a certain
freedom is granted for expression and growth, and each
level is conditioned by the purpose that created them.
The implication for an individual is that there is
nothing that can happen to my ego, that either my Self, or
the absolute SELF has not Willed (or at least consented
to). This would be an impossibility.
Absolutely free Will, implies that NOTHING can
happen to me that has not been Willed by me or that I have
consented to might happen, by willingly entering into a
situation where it could happen. However, in the
identification with the brain consciousness and ego, we
identify with the aspect of our consciousness that is the
effect rather than the cause. This identification opens up
the possibility that we experience things that we at the
level of the ego cannot remember having Willed and hence
experience ourselves as victims of the world around us.
This is, however, just another case of the creator (the child
of MIND) believing that his creations has power over him,
which lends them reality to the extent that he can feel
victimized by his own creations.
It is interesting to contemplate whether something can
happen to an individual that is an unintended result of its
Will. The idea of an XQLQWHQGHG UHVXOW RI ZLOOLQJ, may
seem as a contradiction in terms, but it is hard to see how
the possibility can be denied, except by denying the ego a
measure of free will. For instance, the intended purpose of
a particular incarnation may not include suicide, yet the
ego may chose to take his own life. In that case, the result
must be considered an XQLQWHQGHG UHVXOW RI ZLOOLQJ. Or I
may throw a rock and accidentally set of a chain reaction
that was not intended, but happened anyway.
It seems natural to assume that Willing, at any level of
reality involve defining a set of possibilities, the exact
outcome of which is decided on a lower level of reality.
The creator or child of Mind (considered as the soul) can
thus Will a life, where certain opportunities occur.
Whether or not the possibilities are utilized is the decision

%7KH1DWXUH2I'HVWLQ\
The fact that there is nothing but MIND implies that
nothing happens except for a purpose, which is the reason
for which it was willed.
The issue of destiny versus free Will is also illuminated
by the ideas presented herein. Because the child of MIND
necessarily exist outside time and space, then a concrete
life (an incarnation) must from the perspective of the
creator (the child of MIND) be conceived of as an idea.
There is an idea or purpose embedded in each incarnation
and this idea is the guiding purpose for this life – the
destiny.
However, it should be obvious that the
phenomenological world is not just a result of our personal
Will, but the result of countless individual Wills, all
willing and desiring different things. The ego has a Will of
its own, which operates at the level of phenomenons and
the ego is free to choose within the limits posed by fate
and the world around us. To what extent specific events
originate at the level of phenomenons or fate can be
difficult to determine based on reason alone, but is seems
reasonable to argue that concrete reality as it appears to us,
is birthed out of at least two orders of Will:

The Will of the creator (the child of MIND),
which is defines the guiding purpose of life.

The Will of the Ego, which is related to the
external phenomenons of life and determines
concrete actions.
Each plays a role. By aligning one with the other, one
will bring ones life in touch with the underlying purpose,
and hence with REALITY. It stands to reason that
pursuing reality and aligning ones thoughts and actions
with reality must be preferably to pursuing untruth and
illusion and the chance of happiness and meaning in life
must be expected to be greater when living in REALITY
rather than in illusions.
9,,&21&/86,21
The interpretation of QM that emerges from this,
resolves the paradoxes in QM, but only at the expense of a
reality that is perhaps even stranger than the others.
However, this interpretation has the following strengths:

It provides a meaningful explanation of the origin
of consciousness.
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It eliminates the paradox of the collapse of the
wavefunction.

If offers a new definition of reality.

It implies the existence of a creator (the child of
MIND and MIND itself)

It unifies the scientific and metaphysical traditions
into a seamless whole.
The ideas in this article establish a causal chain which
starts with MIND and free Will as the primary cause. From
this formless reality the “objective” universe is seen as an
HPHUJHQW reality, serving as a symbolic language in which
MIND at all levels can engage in an evolution of
consciousness. This effectively turns many of the current
notions of reality upside down (and may therefore have far
reaching consequences for all aspects of scientific
endeavour).
Finally, it suggests that if reality is truly an undivided
oneness, manifested or expressed in a symbolic manner
through ideas, then the foundation of scientific thinking
must embrace such a perspective in order to discover the
basic principles of creation and arrive at a true TOE
(Theory Of Everything).
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